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With the target of the study on substantive anaphora application in Chinese 
narration which were written by intermediate Thai-native learner, this thesis is based 
on the theory of text linguistics、linguistic comparison and interlingua  theories.It 
takes 100 narration compositions as language materials which were written by 
intermediate Thai-native learners,and use the method of language comparison、error 
analysis and data statistics to investigate the frequency and the correct rate of zero 
anaphora、pronominal anaphora and NP anaphora that are used in the compostions, 
and also investigate the distance between anaphoric form and its antecedent. Then, 
this article analyses and classifies the errors and its subordinate error categories. 
Lastly, by comparing anaphora between Chinese and Thai，the author discusses the 
main reasons that lead to the anaphoric error in Thai students’ Chinese texts, and 
concludes their difficulty in learning anaphora in Chinese text. The author expects that 
it can offer some correlatively academic and practical reference to the teaching of 
anaphora in Chinese text. 
The conclusion of this thesis consists of the frequency of these three anaphora, 
the correct rate of application and the frequency of subordinate error category. By 
comparing the two languages, the author discovered that the application of zero 
anaphora in Chinese and Thai is somewhat similar, the frequency of pronominal 
anaphora in Thai is far under the Chinese .Indeed there are some demonstrative 
differences between them. The frequency of NP anaphora in Thai is far more than 
Chinese. So it is obvious that the three anaphoric forms in these two languages have 
some common ground, as well as some different ground. So we must use the common 
ground to promote the positive transfer, and pay attention to the negative transfer 
which was created by different ground. 
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第一章  绪 论 
 1




















他 1 一听我的话就哭了，他 2 一边哭一边说，他 3 不知道他 4 的爸
爸去哪了，他 5说他 6不知道怎么回家。 
 
  该句每个小句都有代词“他”，使得整个句子外观繁琐累赘，表达重复啰嗦，




















































































                                                        





























































































   （一）回指 
1、回指的定义 




















































                                                        
① 廖秋忠.廖秋忠文集.北京：北京语言学院出版社，1992. p45. 
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